
JUPITER OPPOSITION NATAL MARS 

 

We will focus on Transiting Jupiter Opposition Natal Mars in this post. 

 

The transit of Jupiter, unless it moves into retrograde motion, lasts approximately three weeks.  Jupiter is 

about expansion, opportunities and growth through life experience or life lessons.   

 

Mars’ energies are about drive and ambition and wants to move forward via direct action.  Sometimes 

these energies need a push but under most conditions, they are assertive on their own.   

 

The opposition often involves others and can define itself by overaction, excessive energy and 

sometimes too much drive and ambition.  Sometimes with this combination of Jupiter and Mars, we 

need to set limits and realize that we can make impulsive decisions that might not work in our favor in 

the long run. 

 

You will likely feel more assertive and enthusiastic about your endeavors under this influence.  You may 

have to watch for promising more than you can deliver because of this enthusiastic push to make things 

happen.  Others may feel this push from you and take advantage of your outgoing nature under this 

influence.  You do seem to be a source of opportunity and drive and may send out energetic vibes that 

can make others feel that you can bring good luck and opportunities their way (as well as in your own 

direction).  Sometimes we need to hold back and review what we wish to accomplish before moving 

forward. In many cases, however, things just seem to work and fall into place. 

 

Using this energy in positive ways should be your focus and if you have something that needs work, 

especially any fears that you might have, now will be the time where you can find ways to overcome 

them.   

 

Jupiter, regardless of the type of aspect, will most often bring desired results through actively seeking 

resolution or associated action.  There are big opportunities for growth, but you will have to be the push 

but don’t push too hard especially if you oversee others.  The drive that you have right now may not be 

shared by your co-workers or assistants. 

 

In case Jupiter does go into its retrograde cycle, you may find that it passes over your Natal Mars three 

times.  Once when it initially moves across the area, a second time when it moves over it again in 

retrograde and the final time when it passes over it once again when it returns to direct motion.  The 



initial connection when Jupiter reaches our Natal Mars is usually the strongest and the time to move 

ahead.  The second time it moves across while in retrograde might be the best time to make plans for 

what you need to do. When it crosses Natal Mars for the last time, you may make the final decisions that 

were initiated in the first pass and finalize things. 


